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NECESSITY OF THE NIRENBERG-TREVES CONDITION

By JONGSIK KIM, T AE GEUN CHO AND DoNG PYO CHI*

Let p= ;t +ib(x, t) ;x +f(x, t) be a linear partial differential operator

with two independent variables defined in D, an open subset of R2, where
b(x, t) is a real valued Coo function and f(x, t) is a complex valued COO
function in D.

Assume that b(x, t) has a zero at Wo= (xo. to) EQ of finite order. In this
particular case Nirenberg and Treves proved that if the function b(xo• •) of
t changes sign at t=to, then the linear partial differential equation Pu f
is not locally solvable at Wo for the generic f (cf. [4J). In this paper we
shall remove the assumption that b (xo, .) vanishes at Wo up to finite order
and shall prove the similar result holds without this assumption.

For this purpose we introduce the following condition (l»; namely,

P= ;t +ib(x, t) ;x +f(x, t) defined in an open set Q satisfies the condition

(l» if and only if
(l» There exists a relatively compact subset of D,
~={(x,t)1 Ix-xol<e. c-e<t<d+e}

for some e>O and b(x, t) satisfies the condition that b(xo, c) <O<b(xo, d).

The principal aim of this paper is to prove the following

THEOREM 1. If P satisfies the condition (l» in Q, then there exists fE
Co00 (Q) such that for no u E fl)' (Q) Pu f; that is, Pu f is not solvable in D
for generic f.

Thus in the Theorem 1, b(xo, .) may vanish of infinite order and may
oscillate in an arbitrary fashion as far as it satisfies the condition (l». For
the proof. we shall apply the Moyer's technique developed in [3J.

1. Preliminaries

The arguments given here to prove the Theorem 1 are extensions of
Hormander's in [2J. Like his they are based on an inequality involving
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the formal transpose operator for the local solvability with the aid of the
Baire category theorem. It asserts that tf the equation Pu f has a solution
u which is a distribution in an open set Q for every I~Co(Q) and if U is
an open set with compact closure in D, then there are constants C, k and
N such that

(1) rSlvdxl ~C 1:: sup Ioal I 1:: sup Io.s*Pv I for all I, vECoOO(V).
IPI,;;;N I-I,;;;k

Here *p denotes the formal adjoint of P; i. e., if P= 1:: Ca (X)o",a, then
I-I:;;..

*Pu= 1:: (-1) la I o",a(Cau). In our case, since P= ~ +ib(x, t) ! +/(x, t),
~~ ~ ~

(2) *p=-( %t -ib(x,t) :x )+g(x,t) where g(x,t)=i ~: +1.

Now suppose P= %t +ib ;x +1 satisfies the condition Cl» in D. Then

by the continuity arguments, P satisfies the condition (l,!) in Q; namely,
(PI) There exists a relatively compact open subset of Q,

Q.= {(x, t) I Ix-xol <e, c<t<d}
and b(x, t) satisfies that

b(xo, tl)';l<O<b(XO, t2)';2 for any C<tl<c+e,
d-e<t2<d and l~i-11<e(i=l, 2).

Thus to prove Theorem 1, it suffices to find an open subset U cQ. cD so
that the closure of U is compact in Q. and to find functions In Vn depend
ing on a real parameter 'C, belonging to Co00 (U) such that

(3) lim If ..vrtIxdt I= 00..-00
(4) lim I: sUPI(jal.. l<oo. .._00 I«/:;;k

(5) lim I: sup I0"*Pv.. I<00
"-00 P~N

so that the inequality (1) necessary for local solvability is violated.

2. Lemma

According to (5), the function v.. should be the approximate solution of

*Pv=O. We note that *P=-Po+g, where Po= ;t -ib(x,t) ;x and

g=i ~: +1. As a first step we shall find an approximate solution of the

characteristic equation PorP = O.
Assume that
(6) rP(x, t) =rPo(t) -i),(t) (x-L(t» +a(t) (x-L(t»2

a

+~ Ti(t) (x-L(t»i+O(lx-L(t) Iq+l)
J=3

be the approximate solution of PorP=O in the neighborhood of (xo, co) EQ
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where coE (c, d) will be determined later. In the expression of if> (x, t) we
assume that ),(t) and L(t) are real valued and 90 (t), aCt), and net)
(j=3,4, ... , q) are complex valued functions defined in the neighborhood of
t=co. Let us expand b(x, t) such as

b(x, t) =~: ~~ (L(t), t)(x-L(t»i+O(lx-L(t) Iq).

aib
We shall set O(!x-L(t) jk) = Ok, ~(L(t), t) ={3j. We solve Po1>=O

vx}

modulo Oq as follows. From Po1>=O, we get

1>0' -i),' (x- L) -i),( - L') +a' (x- L)2+2a(x-L) (-L') +3rs(x-L)2
(-L') +···+qrq(x-L)q-l(-L')+7:f (x-L)3+"'+7q(x-L)q+Oq
-i[r90+i[31 (x-L) +r92(X- L)2+ + r9q-l (x- L)q-l+ Oq]X
[ -iil+2a(x- L) +3r3(x - L)2+ +qrq(x- L)q-l+ Oq] =0

(Here' denotes derivative with respect to t variable)
Setting coefficients of (x-L)j U=0,1,2, "',q-l) to be zero, we have

(7) 1>0' +iilL' -ilr9o=O
i),' +2aL'+i[30(2a) + r91A=0
a' -3r3L' -3i[3073- [32A-2iar91 =0
7:/ -474L' -i[474Po-iAr93+3r9173+2ar92]=0

Or, equivalently,

(8) Re if>o' - 1r90=0
lm 1>0'+AL' =0

(9) A' +2(lm a)L' + 2r90 (Re a) =0
2(Re a)L' -2[30 (lm a) + [31A=0
Re a'-3(Re rs)L'+3[30 (Im r3)-r92A+2[31(lm a)=O
lm a' -3(lm r3)L' -3[30 (Re rs) -2(lm a).B1=0
Re 73' -4(Re r4)L'+",=0
lm rs'-4(lm r4)L'+···=0

Re r'q-1-q(Re 7q)L' +",=0
Im 7'q-l-q(lm 7q)L'+"'=O

Now the latter system (9) of 2(q-l) linear partial differential equations of
A., L, Re a, lm a, Re 7i, lm 7j (j=3,4, "', q-l) has the leading term,
represented by matrix, as
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1 2 lm a 0·········· .. ···· .. ·· .. ···········0 \
o 2 Re a 0··· ..········· .. ··· .. ·.. ····· .. ··0
o -3 Re 73 1 0······· ···0
o -3 Im 73 0 1 0.. ··················· .. · .. ·0
o -4 Re 74 0 0 1 0.. ·· .. ·.. ·· ·······0
o -4 lm 74 0 0 0 1 0··· '" ·..0

A'
L'
Re a'
lm a'
Re 73'
lm 73'

o -q Re 7q 0······························1 0 Re 7'q-1
o -q lm 7q 0················· .. ···········0 1 lm r'q-l

Therefore if Re a:;t:O, the matrix is nonsingular and since b(x, t) is a Coo
function, this determined system of linear partial differential equations
always has a solution locally.

New let Co be the smallest s so that t~s implies b(xo, t) ~O. Let us set
rq==O iR the neighborhood of co, chosen later, and solve this system of
differential equations in the region

I1-A(t) I<e, IL-xol<e, Re a(t»1/2
on {t Ic<c<t<J<d}, a suitable neighborhood of cc, with the initial con
ditions

(IO) A(co) =7j, L(co) =y, a (co) =1:2

n(co)=l:j (j=3,4,"',q-l),
where

jy-xoJ <0", J7j-ll <0", Jl';:j-I';:/1 <0".
Here Re ~20 = 1 and lm 1:20, ~jO (j = 3, "', q-1) and 0" is chosen so that the
above initial value problem has a solution in the region indicated above.
Since the variation of the solutions of (9) can be extimated a priori on

IA(t) -11 <e, IL-xoI <c, c<t<d
this choice is possible so that Re a>1/2 and the solutions exist on c<t<J
for any triple (y, 7j, 1:) satisfying the given conditions where ~= ('2, ~~, ''',
c'q-l)' Thus, in particular, 0" should be sufficiently small.

From now on we fix r;, and for each (y,7j) we set the solution curve to be
(11) x=L(t, y, 7j), ~=A(t, y, 7j), (c<t<J).
We claim that at least for one pair (y, 7j), suitably selected, the function

get, y, 7j) = -b(L(t, y, 7j), t)A(t, y, 7j)
changes sign along the curve (11). That is, it is possible to choose (y, 7j)
and c', d, (c<1<d'<d) so that

b(L(c'), c') A(c') <O<b(L(d') , d')A(d').
In fact, suppose not. Then b(x, t)t; cannot change sign along the solution

curve x=L(t,y,7j), !;=A(t,y,7j) for any (y,7j). We may state this as the
assumption g(s, y, 7j) <0 implies that
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2(Re a)

where g=O, we have y. [~:J ~O, and

where g=O, gy=O and g1j=O, we have y=o.

get, y, 7J) ~o for t"ii;.s. Now the curve X=Xo, ';=1 in the (x, t,';) coordinates
takes the form, in (t, y, 7J) coordinates, as

L(t, y, 1j) =Xo, A(t, y, 1j) = 1-
Thus this curve in (t, y, 7J) coordinates is the integral curve of the differen
tial equation

L'+Lyy'+L1j7J'=0
J..'+AyY'+A1j7J' = 0,

or, equivalently

(~:J = - [t~:] -1 [~:]
The 2 X 2 matrix appearing in the expression is nonsingular since the solution
curve exists. Let

y __ [LyL1j]-l[L'J
- AyA1j A'

We shall prove that

(a) for any point (t, Y, 1j)

(b) for any point (t, Y, 7J)

Proof of (a).
Since J.. (t, Y, 7J) >0, g=O, i. e. ,

b(L(t, Y, 7J), t) A. (t, Y, 7J) =0 at (t, Y, 7J) implies that b(L(t, Y, 7J), t) =0.
Since b(L(t, Y, 1j) =bo(L(t, Y, 7J), t) =/30, /30=0 at (t, Y, 7J). Now, we have

y= _I LyL1j \-1 (A1jL' ~L1jJ..' ,]
A.yA.1j - AyL + LyA

Let D=j LyL1j \. Then
AyA1j

y. [gyJ = - D-l [ A.1jL: - L1jA.:) . [gy]
g1j -AyL +LyA g1j

= - D-l [(}.1jL' -L1jA')gy+ (-AyL' +LyA')g1jJ

= - D-l [(}.1jL' - L1jA') (bxLy+bAy) + (- AyL' + LyA.') (bxL1j+bA1J) J,
since -gy=bxLy+bAy and -g1j=bxL1j+bA1j' Now since b(L(t, Y, 7J), t) =0 at
(t, Y, 7J), we have

y. [gy]=D-lb L (A L'-L A')+L (-A L'+L A')g1j x y 1j ~ 1j y y

=D-lbx(LyA~' - L1jAyL') =D-lbxL'D=bxL'

= _ ( /3lA )bx= bx
2A

2(Re a) 2(Re a) .
Here we used the fact that

L'= /3lA
2(Re a)

..
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Im a- f31A J [0]2Re a = 0
-2f30 (Re a)

which is derived from (9) since f30=0 at (t, y, 1J). As A>O and Re a>0,
we have

y. [iJ;;;;:o at (t, y, 1J) where get, y, 1J) =0.

Proof of (b).

From g=O at (t,y,1J) we have f3o=b(L(t,y,1J), t) A(t,y,1J)=O.
Now since -gy=bxLy+bAy and -g~=bxL~+bA~, if gy=g~=O at (t, Y, 1J),
then we have

f31=bx(L(t,Y,1J), t) A(t,Y,1J)=O.
Thus from (9)

[
L'] - 2f30

, = 2Re a
A -2(Im a)L'

and hence Y = 0
Now if get, y, 1J) does not change sign for any (Y,1J) on c'<t<d', then

by H. Brezis lemma (cf. Cl]) g does not change sign along the curve
L(t, Y, 1J) =Xo, ';(t, Y, 1J) =1

in" (t, Y, 1J) coordinates: which is equivalent to say that b(x, t)~ does not
change sign along the curvte X=Xo, ~=1 in (x, t,~) coordinaties. Since the
opposite was assumed in the condition (P), it is a contradiction.

Thus there exists a 0<0'<e and real numbers e', d' (c<e'<d'<J) so
that when

IY-Yol<o', 11J-ll<o' and IC-col<o',
the initial value problem (9)-(10) has a solution on [e', d'] satisfying

IL-xol<e, IA-ll<e and Re a>l/2 on [c',d'].
Moreover these numbers can be chosen so that for some (y, 1J, ~)

b(L(c'), e')J.(e') <O<b(L(d') , d')J.(d').
From now on for the initial value (10) we take (y, 1J, C) chosen as in the

above and shall set the solution curve of (9)-(lO) as
(11) x=L(t), A=J.(t).
Now we make a very important remark. From (8) we have Re 90' = J.f3o.

Thus Re rPo=Jt J..f30 dt, where to will be determined later. Butto
f30 (e') A(c') =b(L(e', y, 1J, ~), c') A(e', y, 1J, C»<0

and
f3o(d'»),(d') =b(L(d', Y, 1J, r.), d') J.(d', y, 1J, 1:»>0.

This shows that the function Jt AfJo dt has the minimum value on [e', d'J
to

at t=r where e'<r<d'. We set to, so far undetermined, as to=r. By this
convention, we have
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St Af30 dt~O for any tE (c' -0, d' +0)
to
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St J..f3o dt>O at t=c' and t=d'.
to

In choosing d' and c/ in the above, we take (d' -c') and 0 sufficiently
small that

Re .po~O on (c/ -0, d' +a)
Re .po>O for t with It-d'l<o or It-c'I<a.

Summing up, we have the following

LEMMA 1. Suppose that P satisfies the condition (PI) in Q. Then for any
large integer q, we can find a relatively compact open subset

U={(x,t)1 /x-L(t)l<a, c'-o<t<d'+a}
of Q where O<o<e, c<c'<d'<d and a CC;> function .p(x, t) defined in U
in the form of

.p(x, t) =.po(t) -iJ,,(t) (x-L(t) +a(t) (x-L(t»2+0(/x-L(t) 13),

Ix-L(t» I ~ 0
such that

/Po.pl = I: -ibex, t) ~: I~C/x-~(t) Iq.

Here .po, A(t), L(t) and a satisfy

(i) Re .p~O on (c'-a, d'+a),
(ii) Re p>O on (c' -0, c' +0) and (d' -0, d' +0),
(iii) ,(t) is a real valued Coo function defined on (c/ -a, d' +0) such that

IJ" (t) -1/ <e,
(iv) aCt) is a complex valued function such that Re aCt)>1/2 on (c' -0,

d'+o)
(v) L(t) is a real valued Coo function defined on (c' -0, d' +0) such that

IL(t)-xol<c.

Once we :find the curve x=L(t) In U, shrinking 0 if necessary, we can
prove the following

LEMMA 2. Let q be an arbitrary positive integer. There exists a function
hex, t) defined on U, which is a polynomial in (x-L(t» with coefficients
depending on t such that

IPoh-gl ;£Clx-L(t) Iq for some C>O.

Proof. Expand g in a finite Taylor series with remainder
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q-l

g= 1: gj(t) (x-L(t»i+G
j=O

and G=O(lx-L(t) Iq)=Oq. Similarly, expand
11-1

b(x,t) =1: bj(t)(x-L(t»)i+B
j=O

11-1

where B=Oq and take for h such a finite expansion in x-Let), Z hj(t)
1=0

(x-L(t»i so as to satisfy the differential equation Poh-g=O up to order q
in x-Let), i. e., to satisfy the system of ordinary differential equation in
the variable t of the coefficients of of the hi :

-L' U+l)hj +1+ dd
hj

+i ±(1+1)bi-lhl+1=gj U=O, "', q-l).
t 1=0

Setting h=O when to=r, we obtain the desired solutions hj •

3. Proof of the Theorem 1.

Let us first recall that there exists 0>0 such that if Ix-L(t) I<0, then
l/J(x, t) =l/Jo-i).(x-L(t» +a(x-L(t) )2+03,

IPol/J I=1 ~~ -ib ~: I~const· Ix-L(t) Iq.

Thus if °is sufficiently small, then, setting a=Re a,

Re l/J=Re l/Jo(t)+a(x-L(t»)2+03~Re rPo(t) + ~ (x-L(t»2.

we also recall that

Re cPo(t) ~Jt lf30 dt>O
to

on (c'-o, c'+o) and on (d'-o, d'+o).
In the sequel we shall assume (L (to) , to) = (0,0) ).(to) =1, rPo(O) =0 for the
convenience of calculation. Together with the open set

U= {(x,t) I Ix-L(t) 1<0, c'-o<t<d'+o},
we define

Uo= {(x, t) E UI Ix-L(t) 1< ~, c'+~<t<d' - ~}.

Now let us choose a function c;: E Co"" (U) such that 1;:==1 on Uo• Note that
in the support of grad c;: we have Re t;:>Co>O.

With q of Lemma 1 and 2 chosen as q=2(4+k+N), set V1:=Z-3+ke-1:9+hC;:
and choosing FECo""(R2), set i1:(x, t) =z--kF(z-x, z-t).
For z- sufficiently large, the support of i1: will lie in U.

We first note that i1: obviously satisfies (4). Futhermore by a change of
variables we :find
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ZO-IJ f/o-cdx dt=ZO-IJzo-kF(zox. zot)Vr dx dt

=ZO-IJzo-kF(zox, zot) r;,e-r;+"'rk+3dx dt

=1:-1J,..-kF(x, t) zok+3e-r;Cr-1x, r-1t) I';: (ZO-lx , 1:-1t)e1'(1:-1dx) (1:-1dt)

= JF(x, t)e-r;Cr-'x, r-'t)C(zo-lx , 1:-1t)e1' dx dt

But
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=!~~*~O(+-)-iA(+)( : -L(+))+a( : -L(+)Y
+O(l+-L(+) 1

3)

=~o' (O)t-ix+iL' (O)t= -ix,
since ~o' (O)t+iL' (O)t=O, which follows from

~o' (0) = -iL' (0) + f30 (0) = -iL' (0) +b(L (0),0) = -iL' (0).

Therefore as 1:-00,

ZO-IJ f/vr dx dt - JF(x, t)e- iz dx dt=F(l,O).

Choosing F so that F(l,O) is not zero, we see that

ffrvr dx dt/_ oo as zo_oo.

Finally we have to prove (5). Since *P= - Po+q, we see that

*Pvr=zo3+ke- r;+h ( -1:Po~- Poh+g) I';: - PoC.

Now the last term --r3+ke-r;+kpoC is such that where it does not vanish Re
~ is bounded from below by a positive number Co>O. Hence this term and
it's derivatives go to zero as 1:_00.

By the Lemma land 2 the other terms are of the form
zo3+ke-r;+kzoO(lx-L(t) Iq) +O(lx-L(t) Iq)

Since, for f3<N,
zo4+k+,Blx-L(t) Iq/e-r;+k/

=z04+k+.B1 x-Let) IqeRehe-rRe4>
~ zo4+k+.B Ix-L (t) IqeRehe-l/ 2arCx-L(t))2

=z04+k+.BeReh2{-r_{-(ZO Ix-~(t) 1
2

){- e-1/2arCx-LW)2

<C -{-+4+1H -l/4a"'Cx-LCt))2= 1: e ,

and since - ~ +4+k+f3<0, we see that for any f3<N, lo,B*Pvrl goes to

zero as 1:- 00, thus proving (5).
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